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9 Journal Topics for the New Year

1. Reflect on the past year and set goals for the new one: What were some of your
accomplishments and challenges from the past year? What do you hope to
achieve in the coming year, and what specific steps can you take to work towards
these goals?

2. Write about a resolution you have made for the new year: What is your
resolution, and why did you choose it? How do you plan to stay motivated and on
track with it?

3. Write about a person who has inspired you and how you will carry their
inspiration into the new year: Who is someone who has had a big impact on your
life, and how have they inspired you? How do you plan to use this inspiration as
you move into the new year?

4. Explore a current event or social issue and how you hope to make a difference in
the new year: Is there a news story or social issue that you feel particularly
passionate about? How do you hope to get involved and make a difference in the
coming year?

5. Reflect on a personal challenge you faced in the past year and how you hope to
grow from it in the new year: What was a challenge that you faced in the past
year, and how did you overcome it? How do you hope to continue growing and
learning from this experience in the new year?

6. Write about a skill or hobby you hope to learn or improve upon in the new year:
What is something that you have always wanted to learn or get better at, and
how do you plan to work towards this goal in the coming year?

7. Write about a memorable event from the past year and how you hope to create
more meaningful moments in the new year: Think back to a specific event from
the past year that stands out in your mind. Why was it so memorable, and how
do you hope to create more meaningful moments like this in the new year?

8. Describe a place that is special to you and how you plan to spend time there in
the new year: Is there a place that holds special meaning for you? How do you
plan to spend time there in the new year, and what memories do you hope to
create?

9. Imagine your future and the steps you can take now to work towards it: What do
you hope to be doing one year from now? What goals do you need to set and
steps do you need to take now in order to work towards this future?
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